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Abstract
In this article, we study the structure of the famous Moonshine vertex operator algebra V“ as
a module for a certain vertex operator subalgebra isomorphic to (L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗
L(1; 0))⊗8. As our main result, we obtain a complete decomposition of V“ associated with this
algebra. Our method is based on an embedding of the lattice (
√
2A3)8 into the Leech lattice.
Actually, we construct certain vertex operator algebras using some Z8 and Z2 × Z2 codes. A
decomposition of the Moonshine vertex operator algebra is obtained by a careful study of their
representations. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B68; 17B69
1. Introduction
Motivated by the problem of =nding maximal associative subalgebras of the Mon-
ster Griess algebra [12], Dong et al. [10] discovered several subalgebras of the famous
Moonshine vertex operator algebra (VOA) V“ [11] which are isomorphic to tensor
products of some Virasoro VOAs. Actually, it was shown in [10] that the Virasoro
element ! of V√2Al , where Al denotes the root lattice of type Al, can be decom-
posed into a sum of l+1 mutually orthogonal elements, called conformal vectors, !i;
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16 i6 l + 1. Moreover, the vertex operator subalgebra generated by the conformal
vector !i is exactly the irreducible highest weight module L(ci; 0) for the Virasoro al-
gebra, where the central charge ci=1−6=(i+2)(i+3) for 16 i6 l and cl+1=2l=(l+3).
In other words, the vertex operator subalgebra generated by these conformal vectors is
isomorphic to a tensor product
⊗l+1
i=1 L(ci; 0) of the Virasoro VOAs L(ci; 0). For any
divisor l of 24, the even lattice (
√
2Al)24=l can be embedded isometrically into the




24=l can be embedded
naturally into the Moonshine VOA V“. Moreover, V“ can be written as a direct sum
of irreducible T-modules.
For l=1; 2, the decomposition of the Moonshine VOA V“ into a direct sum of irre-
ducible Tl-modules are known (cf. [7,14,22]). These decompositions are in fact very
powerful tools for studying the properties of the Moonshine VOA (cf. [4,7,20,22]).
In particular, one can often obtain explicit de=nitions of certain automorphisms of the
Moonshine VOA using such a decomposition [16,20,21]. Recall Frenkel–Lepowsky–
Meurman’s construction [11] of a VOA structure on V“ and their construction of a
group of automorphisms—the Monster—of this structure. They also proved that the
full automorphism group of V“ is the Monster [11, Theorem 12.3.4]. In this paper, we
shall study the case for l = 3. As our main result, we shall obtain a decomposition
of V“ with respect to the subalgebra T = (L( 12 ; 0) ⊗ L( 710 ; 0) ⊗ L( 45 ; 0) ⊗ L(1; 0))⊗8.
Our method is similar to that of [14]. It is based on an embedding of (
√
2A3)8 into
the Leech lattice  and a description of the cosets of (
√
2A3)8 in  using some
codes. Certain VOAs associated with some Z8 and Z2 × Z2 codes will also be con-
structed. A decomposition of V“ will then be obtained by a careful study of their
representations.
2. Lattice VOA V√2A3 and its irreducible modules
Let L be a lattice with a basis {1; 2; 3} such that 〈i; j〉= 2ij and denote N =∑3














forms a set of simple roots of N=
√
2 ∼= A3. Set = 1 + 2 + 3. (The notation here is
slightly diLerent from [8, Section 3]. In fact, the sign of 1 is changed.)
Let
N ∗ = {∈Q⊗Z N | 〈; 〉 ∈Z for all ∈N}
be the dual lattice of N . Set a = (−1 + 2)=2, b = (−2 + 3)=2, and c = a + b.
Note that a, b, and c are vectors of square length 1 and  is a vector of square



























〉 ∼= Z8 and 〈a + N 〉 × 〈b + N 〉 ∼= Z2 × Z2: (2.2)
Moreover,




〉 ∼= Z2 × Z2 × Z8: (2.3)




+ N for i∈Z8;
and
N0 = N 0 = N; Na = a + N; Nb = b + N; Nc = c + N:
We may assume that {0; a; b; c}= Z2 × Z2 by (2.2). In addition, we shall denote
Nji = Ni + N
j = {xi + xj | xi ∈Ni; xj ∈Nj}
for i∈{0; a; b; c} and j∈Z8.
Next, we shall recall the de=nition of certain conformal vectors introduced in [10].
For any positive integer l, let l be the root system of type Al generated by simple
roots 1; : : : ; l and let +l be the set of positive roots. We assume that the square
length of a root is 2 and i is a sub-system of l with simple roots 1; : : : ; i for
i6 l: Let
√























Then the mutually orthogonal conformal vectors of V√2Al de=ned in [10] are
!1 = s1; !i+1 = si+1 − si; i = 1; : : : ; l− 1; !l+1 = !− sl; (2.6)
where ! is the Virasoro element of V√2Al . The lattice VOA VL associated with a
positive de=nite even lattice L is de=ned in [11] (and VL = S(h−Z ) ⊗ C{L} as a
vector space). In our case, the lattice L = L is doubly even, so that the commutator
map c(; ) = (−1)〈;〉 is trivial (cf. [11]) and the twisted group algebra C{L} is
isomorphic to the group algebra C[L] = spanC{e | ∈L}.
Let E = Z(−1 + 2) + Z(−2 + 3) ∼=
√
2A2 and let F = Z be a rank one lattice






22, 〈E; F〉=0. The central charges
of the mutually orthogonal conformal vectors !1, !2, !3, and !4 in VN ∼= V√2A3 are
1=2, 7=10, 4=5, and 1, respectively. Hence the subalgebra T of VN generated by these
conformal vectors is isomorphic to
L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 0):
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Now let us recall three automorphisms 1, 2,  of VA1 of order two de=ned in [8]
(see also [11]), where
1 : (−1) → (−1); e → −e; e− → −e−;
2 : (−1) → −(−1); e → e−; e− → e;
 : (−1) → e + e−; e + e− → (−1); e − e− → −(e − e−);
and  is a simple root of A1, i.e., 〈; 〉= 2.
De=ne  1 = 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1,  2 = 2 ⊗ 2 ⊗ 2, and !=  ⊗  ⊗ .
Note that  2 is induced from the isometry  → −; ∈L of L. For any  2-invariant
subspace U ⊂ VN∗ , we denote
U± = {v∈U |  2(v) =±v}:
The following results are proved in [8] (see also [15]).
Lemma 2.1. (1) ! 1!=  2.
(2) VN = {v∈VL |  1(v) = v} and V+N = {v∈VL |  1(v) =−v}.
(3) !(VN ) = V+L and !(V+N ) = V
−
L .
Note that for any subset M ⊂ N ∗, VM is de=ned to be the space VM = S(hˆ−Z ) ⊗
C{M} and C{M} = spanC{%(a) | a∈M} is a subspace of C{N ∗}, where C{N ∗} =
spanC{%(a) | a∈N ∗} is the twisted group algebra de=ned as in [3,11].
Remark 2.2. Since E ∼=
√
2A2; by the method described in (2.4)–(2.6); one can ob-
tain three mutually orthogonal conformal vectors !˜1; !˜2; !˜3 ∈VE with central charge
1=2; 7=10 and 4=5; respectively. Let !˜4 be the Virasoro element of VF . Then the sub-
algebra T˜ generated by !˜1; !˜2; !˜3; and !˜4 is also isomorphic to
L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 0):
Although !(T) = T˜; we can modify the automorphism ! so that the decomposition of
VN as a T-module is exactly the same as the decomposition of V+L as a T˜-module
(see [8; Section 3]).
Next, we shall study the decompositions of some irreducible VN -modules.
Theorem 2.3 (Kitazume et al. [15]). Let L; N; E; and F be de8ned as above. Then we
have the following decompositions:
VN ∼= (V+E ⊗ V+F )⊕(V−E ⊗ V−F )⊕(V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V=3+F);
V=4+N ∼= (VT;−E ⊗ VT1 ;−F )⊕(VT;+E ⊗ VT1 ;+F );
V=2+N ∼= (V+E ⊗ V+=2+F)⊕(V−E ⊗ V−=2+F)⊕(V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V=6+F);
V3=4+N ∼= (VT;−E ⊗ VT2 ;+F )⊕(VT;+E ⊗ VT2 ;−F );
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V+N ∼= (V+E ⊗ V−F )⊕(V−E ⊗ V+F )⊕(V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V=3+F);
V5=4+N ∼= (VT;−E ⊗ VT1 ;+F )⊕(VT;+E ⊗ VT1 ;−F );
V3=2+N ∼= (V+E ⊗ V−=2+F)⊕(V−E ⊗ V+=2+F)⊕(V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V=6+F);
V7=4+N ∼= (VT;−E ⊗ VT2 ;−F )⊕(VT;+E ⊗ VT2 ;+F );
where VTE = S(hˆ
−
Z+1=2) ⊗ T is a  2-twisted module of VE and T is an irreduci-
ble Eˆ=K module such that e · t = t for ∈E; t ∈T; and K is a central subgroup
of Eˆ such that 1 → 〈)〉 → Eˆ=K → E=2E → 1 is an (split) extension of E=2E; and
VT1F and V
T2
F are the two inequivalent irreducible  2-twisted modules for VF .
Using a similar method as in [8], one can also obtain
Va+N ∼= (V+a+E ⊗ V+F )
⊕(V−a+E ⊗ V−F )⊕(V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ V=3+F);
Vb+N ∼= (V+b+E ⊗ V+F )
⊕(V−b+E ⊗ V−F )⊕(V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ V=3+F);
Vc+N ∼= (V+c+E ⊗ V+F )
⊕(V−c+E ⊗ V−F )⊕(V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ V=3+F):
Note that 2a; 2b; 2c ∈E and that a; b, and c are orthogonal to F . Moreover,
i + L= {i + D} ∪ {i + 2 + D} ∪ {−i − 2 + D}
where i = a; b; c and D = E⊕F .
3. Some VOAs associated with codes
In this section, we shall review some results about VOAs associated with certain
algebraic codes. For details of the proof, we shall refer to [15,18].
3.1. Z2 × Z2 code VOA
Denition 3.1. Let {0; a; b; c}=Z2×Z2 be the Klein’s four-group. A Z2×Z2-code of
length n is simply a subgroup of {0; a; b; c}n. A codeword  is said to be even if the
number of non-zero entities in  is even and a code is called even if all its codewords
are even.
One can de=ne an inner product on {0; a; b; c} by
x · y =
{
1 if x =y and x; y =0
0 otherwise;
for any x; y∈{0; a; b; c}:




i · i ∈Z2:
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Denote
Mik = {v∈VNi | (!3)1v= (!4)1v= 0};
W ik =
{
v∈VNi | (!3)1v= 75v and (!4)1v= 0
}
;
for i∈{0; a; b; c}= Z2 × Z2, where the subscript “k” stands for “Klein’s four-group”.
Then, as L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)-modules, we have
M 0k ∼= L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 32 );
Mak ∼= L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 0)
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 32 );
Mbk ∼= L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 716 );
Mck ∼= L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 716 );
W 0k ∼= L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 35 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 110 );
W ak ∼= L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 35 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 110 );
W bk ∼= L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 380 );
W ck ∼= L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 380 ):
Theorem 3.2 (Lam and Yamada [18]). M 0k is a rational VOA and it has exactly














Now, let C be a Z2 × Z2-code of length n. For any = (1; : : : ; n)∈C, de=ne
























Theorem 3.3 (Lam and Yamada [18]). If C is an even Z2 × Z2-code; then MkC is a





k and let U be an irreducible M
k
S0
-module. We shall de=ne
!(U ) = (!(U 1); : : : ; !(Un))∈ (Z2 × Z2)n





0 if Ui ∼= M 0k or W 0k ;
a if Ui ∼= Mak or Wak ;
b if Ui ∼= Mbk or Wbk ;
c if Ui ∼= Mck or Wck :





Theorem 3.4 (Lam and Yamada [18]). XU is an irreducible MkC-module if (!(U ); C)=
0. Moreover; every irreducible module of MkC is isomorphic to XU for some irreducible
MkS0 -module U with (!(U ); C) = 0.
3.2. Z8-code VOA
Theorem 3.5 (Kitazume et al. [15]). Let Nj = j=4 + N; j∈Z8; be de8ned as in
Section 2. Denote




v∈VNj | (!1)1v= 0 and (!2)1v= 35v
}
:




e are irreducible M 0e -modules. Moreover;
M 0e = (L(
4
5 ; 0)⊗ V+F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 3)⊗ V−F )⊕ (L( 45 ; 23 )⊗ V=3+F);




8 )⊗ VT1 ;−F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 138 )⊗ VT1 ;+F );
M 2e = (L(
4
5 ; 0)⊗ V+=2+F)
⊕ (L( 45 ; 3)⊗ V−=2+F)⊕ (L( 45 ; 23 )⊗ V=6+F);




8 )⊗ VT2 ;+F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 138 )⊗ VT2 ;−F );
M 4e = (L(
4
5 ; 0)⊗ V−F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 3)⊗ V+F )⊕ (L( 45 ; 23 )⊗ V=3+F);




8 )⊗ VT1 ;+F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 138 )⊗ VT1 ;−F );
M 6e = (L(
4
5 ; 0)⊗ V−=2+F)
⊕ (L( 45 ; 3)⊗ V+=2+F)⊕ (L( 45 ; 23 )⊗ V=6+F);




8 )⊗ VT2 ;−F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 138 )⊗ VT2 ;+F );




5 )⊗ V+F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 25 )⊗ V−F )⊕ (L( 45 ; 115 )⊗ V=3+F);




40 )⊗ VT1 ;−F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 140 )⊗ VT1 ;+F );





⊕ (L( 45 ; 25 )⊗ V−=2+F)⊕ (L( 45 ; 115 )⊗ V=6+F);




40 )⊗ VT2 ;+F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 140 )⊗ VT2 ;−F );




5 )⊗ V−F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 25 )⊗ V+F )⊕ (L( 45 ; 115 )⊗ V=3+F);
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40 )⊗ VT1 ;+F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 140 )⊗ VT1 ;−F );





⊕ (L( 45 ; 25 )⊗ V+=2+F)⊕ (L( 45 ; 115 )⊗ V=6+F);




40 )⊗ VT2 ;−F )
⊕ (L( 45 ; 140 )⊗ VT2 ;+F )
as L( 45 ; 0)⊗ V+F -modules. The subscript “e” stands for “eight” (i.e.; Z8) here.














2i ≡ 0mod 16
for any = (1; : : : ; n)∈D; then MeD is a vertex operator algebra.
Let U = U1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Un be an irreducible (M 0e )⊗n-module such that Ui =Mie or
Wie ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; 7. We shall denote !(U ) = = (1; : : : ; n)∈Zn8, which is called the





(U1+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Un+n);
where Ui+i = Mi+ie (or W
i+i
e , respectively) if U
i = Mie (or W
i
e , respectively).
IndD U is called an induced module.
The following theorem is also proved in [15].
Theorem 3.7. If (; D) = 0; then IndD U is an MeD-module.
Remark 3.8. Actually; one can show that IndD U is irreducible for any U with
(!(U ); D) = 0 and all irreducible MeD modules are induced modules; moreover; M
e
D
is rational (cf. [15;17]). Nevertheless; we do not need such facts in this article.
3.3. VN -module VNji
We shall make a remark on the VN -module VNji , where N
j
i = Ni + N
j is a coset of
N in its dual lattice N ∗ de=ned in Section 2.
Lemma 3.9. VNji
∼= (Mik ⊗Mje )⊕(Wik ⊗Wje ) as an M 0k ⊗M 0e -module for i∈{0; a; b; c}
and j∈Z8.
Proof. First; note that VNji = VN 0i ×VN VNj0 ; where ×VN denotes the fusion products for
N -modules. On the other hand; one knows VN 0i = (M
i
k ⊗M 0e )⊕(Wik ⊗W 0e ) and VNj0 =
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(M 0k ⊗Mje )⊕(W 0k ⊗Wje ). Thus; the fusion rules of irreducible M 0k -modules ([18]; see also
[14]) and those of irreducible M 0e -modules ([15]) imply that as an M
0
k ⊗M 0e -module;
VNji contains (M
i
k ⊗ Mje )⊕(Wik ⊗ Wje ). Now; by comparing the dimension of weight
subspaces; we see that the lemma holds.
4. Leech lattice and (
√
2A3)8
In this section, the coset decomposition of the Leech lattice  over (
√
2A3)8 will
be studied. We shall also obtain a construction of the Leech lattice using certain types
of codes.
The even unimodular lattices of rank 24 are classi=ed in [23] and are called Niemeier
lattices. Every Niemeier lattice is uniquely characterized by its root lattice (the sublat-
tice spanned by the vectors of squared length 2). The Leech lattice  is the Niemeier
lattice whose root lattice is {0}.
Theorem 4.1 (Dong et al. [10]). Let 2 be any Niemeier lattice. Then; there is at
least one (and in general several) isometric embedding
√
22 → ;
into the Leech lattice .
Note that the case for 2 = (E8)3 was also proved earlier by Lepowsky–Meurman
[19].
Let 2(R) be the Niemeier lattice associated with the root lattice R. Suppose (A3)8
can be isometrically embedded into 2(R). Then, R ∼= (A3)8; (D6)4; (D12)2 or D24. Since





identi=ed with a self-dual type II Z4-code. Note that there are exactly 4 non-isomorphic
self-dual type II Z4-codes of length 8, which correspond to the above 4 cases.
On the other hand, =
√











Next, we shall study the coset decomposition of  associated with (
√
2A3)8 using
some codes. In fact, (2.2) and (2.3) imply that =(
√
2A3)8 can be described by a
Z2 × Z2-code and a Z8-code of length 8.
For a given Z2 × Z2-code C and a Z8-code D of length n, we de=ne






where Nji = Ni + N
j is de=ned as in Section 2.
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Theorem 4.2. Let C be an even Z2 × Z2-code and D a type II Z8-code of the same
length. Then; NDC is an even lattice. If; in addition; both C and D are self-dual; then
NDC is unimodular.
Proof. For any x∈Ni;
〈x; x〉 ≡ 38 i2 + 1mod 2Z if  =0
and
〈x; x〉 ≡ 38 i2 mod 2Z if = 0:
Thus; for any x = (x1; : : : ; xn)∈N4 ;
〈x; x〉 ≡ 38
n∑
i=1
42i +wt mod 2Z:
Since C is even and D is of type II; we have
〈x; x〉 ≡ 0mod 2Z:
Hence; NDC is an even lattice.
Next, we shall note that
〈x; y〉 ≡ 38 i · j + 12 · 4modZ
for any x∈Ni and y∈Nj4 .
Now, let x = (x1; : : : ; xn)∈N5 ⊂ (N ∗)n, where  = (1; : : : ; n)∈{0; a; b; c}n, and
5= (51; : : : ; 5n)∈Zn8. Then
x∈ (NDC )∗







5i · 4i + 12i · i
)




(35i · 4i + 4i · i) ≡ 0mod 8 for any ∈C; 4∈D:
Let  = (0; : : : ; 0) and 4∈D. Then we have
n∑
i=1
5i · 4i ≡ 0mod 8 for any 4∈D:
Thus, 5∈D⊥. Similarly, we also have ∈C⊥.
If both C and D are self-dual, then we have x∈NDC . Thus, NDC = (NDC )∗ and NDC is
unimodular.
We shall apply the above theorem to construct the Leech lattice. Let 6={1; 2; : : : ; 24}
and let C24 ⊂ P(6) be the Golay code. Then the codewords of weight 8 in C24 form
a Steiner system S(5; 8; 24). A codeword of weight 12 in C24 is called a dodecade.
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Theorem 4.3 (Leech, cf. Conway–Sloane [2]). The Leech lattice  is a lattice of
rank 24 generated by the vectors:
1
2eX ; X is a generator of the Golay code C24;
1
4e6 − e1;
ei ± ej; i; j∈6;
where ei=1=
√
8(0; : : : ; 4; : : : ; 0); eX =
∑
i∈X ei and 6={1; : : : ; 24}. Note that 〈ei; ej〉=
2i; j.
In order to obtain a coset decomposition of the Leech lattice with respect to the
sublattice (
√
2A3)8, we shall =x an embedding of (
√
2A3)8 into the Leech lattice .
First, write 6 as a disjoint union of eight 3-element subsets S1; : : : ; S8, i.e.,
6 = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4 ∪ S5 ∪ S6 ∪ S7 ∪ S8;
such that for any i; j; k, there is a unique l such that Si ∪Sj ∪Sk ∪Sl forms a dodecade.
This means that we can de=ne a structure of 3-(8; 4; 1) design on {S1; S2; : : : ; S8}. Note
that such a decomposition of 6 does exist. For example, set
S1 = {1; 2; 3}; S2 = {4; 5; 6};
S3 = {7; 8; 21}; S4 = {17; 18; 22};
S5 = {9; 13; 14}; S6 = {10; 23; 24};
S7 = {15; 19; 20}; S8 = {11; 12; 16}:
Then the set of indices {i; j; k; l} of the blocks {Si; Sj; Sk ; Sl} consists of
{1; 2; 3; 4}; {1; 2; 5; 6}; {1; 2; 7; 8}; {1; 3; 5; 8};
{5; 6; 7; 8}; {3; 4; 7; 8}; {3; 4; 5; 6}; {2; 4; 6; 7}:
Here we use the MOG-notation in [2], and the elements of 6 are arranged as follows:
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24
Let Si = {ki1; ki2; ki3} and let ej = 1=
√
8 (0; : : : ; 4; : : : ; 0) be de=ned as in Theorem 4.3.
Then {−eki1 + eki2 ;−eki2 + eki3 ; eki1 + eki2} spans a sublattice
√
2A3 inside the Leech lattice.
Thus, we obtained an embedding of (
√
2A3)8 → .





2(−eki1 + eki2 ); ib = 12(−eki2 + eki3 ) and xi = 14(eki1 + eki2 + eki3 ): (4.1)
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Consider the vectors
−3x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8;
2(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4); 2(x1 + x2 + x5 + x6);
2(x1 + x2 + x7 + x8); 2(x1 + x3 + x5 + x8);






























































Note that {1; 2; 3; 4}; {1; 2; 5; 6}; {1; 2; 7; 8}, {1; 3; 5; 8} (the sets of indices in (4.2)) are
blocks of the 3-(8; 4; 1) design de=ned by {Si} but {1; 3; 5; 7}; {2; 4; 6; 8}; {1; 3; 2; 6};
{1; 5; 2; 8} (the sets of indices in (4.3)) are not blocks.
Lemma 4.4. The Leech lattice  is generated by the vectors de8ned in (4:2); (4:3);
and {−eki1 + eki2 ;−eki2 + eki3 ; eki1 + eki2}; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 and the de=nition of S1; : : : ; S8; it is clear that all the above
vectors are contained in .
On the other hand, the lattice generated by the above vectors already contains the
generators stated in Theorem 4.3. Hence, it must itself be the Leech lattice.
Now let L be the lattice generated by the vectors de=ned in (4.2) and {−eki1 +
eki2 ; −eki2 + eki3 ; eki1 + eki2}; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8. Then, L=(
√
2A3)8 ∼= Z8 × Z34 × Z32 as an
abelian group. In fact, it can be described by a Z8-code D where the generating matrix
of D is given by


−3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0
2 0 2 0 2 0 0 2
4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0
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On the other hand, =L can be described by a Z2 × Z2-code C, where the generating
matrix for C is given by

a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0
0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a
b 0 b 0 b 0 b 0
0 b 0 b 0 b 0 b
a b a 0 0 b 0 0
a b 0 0 a 0 0 b
b a b 0 0 a 0 0




Note that D is a self-dual type II Z8-code and C is an even self-dual Z2 × Z2-code.
Theorem 4.5. NDC is isomorphic to the Leech lattice .
Proof. Let i1 = eki1 ; 
i
2 = eki2 and 
i
3 = eki3 . Then; by the de=nition of N
D
C and Lemma
4.4; it is clear that NDC ∼= .
Let V be the Leech lattice VOA as de=ned in [11]. Then we have

















(Mik ⊗Mie ⊕Wik ⊗Wie )
)
as (M 0k ⊗M 0e )⊗8-modules. Note that the lattice generated by 2(x1+x2+x3+x4+x5+x6+
x7 + x8), 4(xi + xi+1); i=1; : : : ; 7 and (
√





2A3)8 ∼= Z4 × Z62 can be described by a type II self-dual Z4-code F,
where F is given by the generating matrix

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
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5. The twisted module VT
In this section, we shall study the decomposition of the twisted module V T with
respect to the algebra T= (L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 0))⊗8.
First, let us recall the construction of the -twisted modules V TL for a lattice VOA
VL from [11], where L is a positive de=nite even lattice and  is an automorphism
of VL induced from the isometry  → − for ∈L. Note that automorphism  is
not unique [11, Proposition 5:4:3].
Let h =L ⊗Z C. Let {h1; : : : ; hn} be a basis of h and {h′1; : : : ; h′n} a dual basis of








with the bracket given by
[x ⊗ tm; y ⊗ tn] = 〈x; y〉mm+n;0c and [c;hˆZ+1=2] = 0;











Let 1→ 〈)〉 → Lˆ S→L→ 1 be a central extension of L by 〈)〉 associated with the
commutator map c(a; b)=)〈 Sa; Sb〉 for a; b∈ Lˆ, where )2=1 and ) =1. De=ne  : Lˆ→ Lˆ
by (a)=)〈 Sa; Sa〉=2a−1 for a∈ Lˆ. Then (a)=− Sa and  2 =1. LetK={(a)a−1 |a∈ Lˆ}.
Then K is a central subgroup of Lˆ and
1→ 〈)〉 i→Lˆ=K →L=2L→ 1
de=nes a central extension of L=2L by 〈)〉.
For any irreducible Lˆ=K-module T with the action i()) · v=−v on T , de=ne





Z+1=2) is the symmetric algebra of hˆ
−
Z+1=2.
A vertex operator Y (a; z) is de=ned as follows:
For a∈ Lˆ, de=ne
Y (a; z) = 2−〈 Sa; Sa〉E−(− Sa; z)E+(− Sa; z)az−〈 Sa; Sa〉=2
and for v= 1(−n1) · · · k(−nk) · a∈ S(h−Z )⊗ C{L}= VL;












































Theorem 5.1 (Chapters 7 and 9 of Frenkel et al. [11]). Let T be an irreducible Lˆ=K-
module such that i()) · v=−v on T. Then; V TL is an irreducible -twisted modules of
VL.
Let
R= {x∈L | 〈x;L〉 ⊂ 2Z}:
Then Rˆ= Cent Lˆ and Rˆ=K = Cent Lˆ=K .
Theorem 5.2 (Chapter 7 of Frenkel et al. [11]). There are exactly |R=2L| central
characters
B : Rˆ=K → C∗
of Lˆ=K such that B(i()))=−1. For each such B; there is a unique (up to equivalence)
irreducible Lˆ=K-module TB with central character B; and dim TB=|L=R|1=2: Moreover;
every irreducible Lˆ=K-module on which i()) acts as −1 is equivalent to one of these.
Theorem 5.3 (Dong [5]). Let L; R; and K be de8ned as above. Then
{V TBL | B : Rˆ=K → C∗ is a central character of Lˆ=K}
is the set of all inequivalent -twisted modules of VL.




[(−1)2]1!= 18 〈; 〉!; (5.1)
where Xa = ea + e−a, (cf. Chapters 7 and 9 of [11]).
Next, we shall discuss an explicit construction for TB. Details again are given in
[11].
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Let  be a sublattice of L which is maximal such that 〈x; y〉 ∈ 2Z for any x; y∈.
Then ˆ is a maximal abelian subgroup of Lˆ and ˆ=K is an elementary abelian 2-group.
Moreover, R ⊂ .





where F is the one dimensional ˆ-module aLording the character  . Note that deg TB=
1
16dimL by de=nition.
5.1. Decomposition of -twisted modules of VN
We shall determine the decomposition of the -twisted modules of VN associated
with the algebra L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 0) in this section.
First, we shall note that Nˆ ∼= 〈)〉 × N is a split extension of N by 〈)〉. For con-
venience, we shall denote the elements of Nˆ by )ie, where i = 0; 1 and ∈N . Since
N ∼=
√
2A3 is a doubly even lattice, =R=N . Therefore, there are exactly 23 central
characters B : Nˆ =K → C∗ such that B()) =−1; moreover, dim TB = 1.
Now, let us determine the action of !1, !2, !3, and !4 on TB for any B∈ Irr Nˆ =K .
Note that Nˆ =K is generated by the elements ), e
√
21 + K; e
√
22 + K , and e
√
23 + K ,
where {1; 2; 3} is de=ned as in (2.1) and it is a set of simple roots for 1√2N ∼= A3.
Suppose B(e
√
21 + K) = C1, B(e
√
22 + K) = C2, and B(e
√
23 + K) = C3. Then it is easy
to show by (2.4)–(2.6) that
Lemma 5.4. Let B : Nˆ =K → C∗ be a character of Nˆ =K such that B())=−1; B(e
√
21 +
K) = C1; B(e
√
22 + K) = C2; and B(e
√
23 + K) = C3. Then; every element of TB is a
highest weight vector of weight (h1; h2; h3; h4) with respect to the action of !1; !2;
!3; and !4; where (h1; h2; h3; h4) is given as follows:
(C1; C2; C3) (h1; h2; h3; h4) (C1; C2; C3) (h1; h2; h3; h4)
(1; 1; 1) (0; 0; 0; 316 ) (−1; 1; 1) ( 116 ; 380 ; 140 ; 116 )
(−1;−1; 1) ( 116 ; 380 ; 140 ; 116 ) (−1; 1;−1) ( 116 ; 380 ; 115 ; 148 )
(−1;−1;−1) ( 116 ; 380 ; 115 ; 148 ) (1;−1; 1) (0; 110 ; 115 ; 148 )
(1; 1;−1) (0; 0; 18 ; 116 ) (1;−1;−1) (0; 110 ; 140 ; 116 )
Lemma 5.5. Let N; E; and  be de8ned as in Section 2 and denote J = 2Z. Then;
V+N ∼= (V+E ⊗ V+J )⊕(V−E ⊗ V−J )⊕(V2√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V2=3+J ):
Note that V2√2(1−2)=3+E and V
√
2(1−2)=3+E are isomorphic as V
+
E -modules.
Proof. First; note that
N = {x∈L= (A1)3 | 〈x; 〉 ≡ 0 (mod 4)}:
Thus; E ⊂ N and J ⊂ N . Note also that 〈E; J 〉= 0.
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Now, denote G = E⊕J . Then,
N = G ∪ {22 + G} ∪ {−22 + G}:
We thus have the desired result because 22 = 2
√
2(1 − 2)=3 + 2=3.
Remark 5.6. In [6]; the automorphism group of V+F is computed. It has been shown
that Aut V+F ∼= Z2. In fact; V+J is isomorphic to the orbifold VOA (V+F ) ; where  is
the unique non-trivial automorphism of V+F .
By the fusion rules of V+E and V
+
J (cf. [1,16]) and the fact that V
TB
N , B∈ Irr Nˆ =K ,
are irreducible -twisted modules of VN , one can also show
Lemma 5.7. Let B : Nˆ =K → C∗ be a character of Nˆ =K such that B())=−1; B(e
√
21 +
K) = C1; B(e
√
22 + K) = C2; and B(e
√
23 + K) = C3. Then; as a V+E ⊗ V+J -module V TBN
is isomorphic to one of the following modules:
(1) When (C1; C2; C3) = (1; 1; 1),
V TBN ∼= VE ⊗ (V=4+J⊕V3=4+J )⊕V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J ):
(2) When (C1; C2; C3) = (−1; 1; 1),
V TBN ∼= VTbE ⊗ VT2J :
(3) When (C1; C2; C3) = (−1;−1; 1),
V TBN ∼= VTcE ⊗ VT2J :
(4) When (C1; C2; C3) = (−1; 1;−1),
V TBN ∼= Vb+E ⊗ (V=4+J⊕V3=4+J )⊕V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ (V=12+J⊕V5=12+J⊕V7=12+J⊕V11=12+J ):
(5) When (C1; C2; C3) = (−1;−1;−1),
V TBN ∼= Vc+E ⊗ (V=4+J⊕V3=4+J )⊕V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ (V=12+J⊕V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J ):
(6) When (C1; C2; C3) = (1;−1; 1),
V TBN ∼= Va+E ⊗ (V=4+J ⊕ V3=4+J )⊕V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J ):
(7) When (C1; C2; C3) = (1; 1;−1),
V TBN ∼= VT0E ⊗ VT2J :
(8) When (C1; C2; C3) = (1;−1;−1),
V TBN ∼= VTaE ⊗ VT2J :




E , and V
Tc
E
are the four inequivalent irreducible -twisted modules of VE .
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Proof. We keep the notations in Section 2. First; we note that V=4+L is an irreducible
 1-twisted VL-module (cf. [9; Theorem 5.1] and Section 2). Let G = E























































Note that V√2(1−2)=3+E = V−2
√
2(1−2)=3+E
∼= V2√2(1−2)=3+E as V+E -modules and
V−k=12+J ∼= Vk=12+J as V+J -modules. Hence; we have
V=4+L ∼= VE ⊗ (V=4+J ⊕ V3=4+J )⊕ V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J )
as V+E ⊗ V+J -modules.
Since  1 and  2 commute, V+L is  1-invariant. Thus, V=4+L is also a  1-twisted
module of V+L . In fact, by the fusion rules, V=4+L is still irreducible as  1-twisted
V+L -module.
Note that V+L = !(VN ) and  2 = ! 2!. Therefore, one can de=ne an irreducible
F2(=)-twisted VN -module structure on V=4+L by de=ning the vertex operator
YN (a; z) = YV+L (!(a); z) for a∈VN :
Similarly, one can show Vi+=4+L; i = a; b; c are also irreducible F2(=)-twisted VN -
modules.
Now, suppose (C1; C2; C3) = (1; 1; 1). Then, by Lemma 5.4, one knows that V
TB
N has
a highest weight vector of weight (0; 0; 0; 316 ). Thus, V
TB
N must contain a submodule
isomorphic to V+E ⊗ V=4+J since it is the only irreducible V+E ⊗ V+J -module having a
highest weight vector of such weight. By the fusion rules and the fact that V TBN is an
irreducible -twisted module,
V TBN ∼= VE ⊗ (V=4+J ⊕ V3=4+J )⊕V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J )
is the only possibility. Thus, (1) holds and Eqs. (4)–(6) can be proved similarly.
Next, let us suppose (C1; C2; C3) = (−1; 1; 1). In this case, V TBN has a highest weight






16 ). Thus, V
TB
N must contains a submodule isomorphic to
(VTE )
− ⊗ (V TJ )−, where T=Tb or Tc and T = T1 or T2. Thus, by the fusion rules,
V TBN ∼= VTE ⊗ V TJ . Note that VTE ⊗ V TJ is an irreducible -twisted module.
Since B(e
√
21 + K) = −1, B(e
√
22 + K) = 1, and TB = T ⊗ T , it follows that
T ∼= Tb. Moreover, N is doubly even and 2 = 1 + 22 + 33. Thus, B(e2) =
B(e1 )B(e2 )2B(e3 )3=−1. Hence, T=T2 and we have (2). The other cases are similar.
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Remark 5.8. Note that as L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)-modules
VT0E ∼= L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 18 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 32 )⊗ L( 45 ; 18 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 138 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 32 )⊗ L( 45 ; 138 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 35 )⊗ L( 45 ; 140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 110 )⊗ L( 45 ; 140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 35 )⊗ L( 45 ; 2140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 110 )⊗ L( 45 ; 2140 );
VTaE ∼= L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 18 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 32 )⊗ L( 45 ; 18 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 138 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 32 )⊗ L( 45 ; 138 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 35 )⊗ L( 45 ; 140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 110 )⊗ L( 45 ; 140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 12 )⊗ L( 710 ; 35 )⊗ L( 45 ; 2140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 110 )⊗ L( 45 ; 2140 );
VTbE ∼= L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 716 )⊗ L( 45 ; 18 )
⊕L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 716 )⊗ L( 45 ; 138 )
⊕L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 380 )⊗ L( 45 ; 140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 380 )⊗ L( 45 ; 2140 );
VTcE ∼= L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 716 )⊗ L( 45 ; 18 )
⊕L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 716 )⊗ L( 45 ; 138 )
⊕L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 380 )⊗ L( 45 ; 140 )
⊕L( 12 ; 116 )⊗ L( 710 ; 380 )⊗ L( 45 ; 2140 ):
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To simplify the notation, we shall denote
U 0(0) = VE ⊗ (V=4+J ⊕ V3=4+J )
⊕V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J );
U a(0) = Va+E ⊗ (V=4+J⊕V3=4+J )
⊕V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J );
U b(0) = Vb+E ⊗ (V=4+J ⊕ V3=4+J )
⊕V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J );
U c(0) = Vc+E ⊗ (V=4+J⊕V3=4+J )
⊕V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ (V=12+J ⊕ V5=12+J ⊕ V7=12+J ⊕ V11=12+J );
U 0(1) = VT0E ⊗ VT2J ;
Ua(1) = VTaE ⊗ VT2J ;
Ub(1) = VTbE ⊗ VT2J ;
U c(1) = VTcE ⊗ VT2J :
Note that the following fusion rules for V+N -modules hold:
Vj+N ×V+N U i() = Uj+i() (5.2)
for any i; j∈{0; a; b; c} ∼= Z2 × Z2 and = 0 or 1;
Vk=4+N ×V+N U i(0) = Ui(1);
Vk=4+N ×V+N U i(1) = Ui(0) (5.3)
if k is odd, and
Vk=4+N ×V+N U i(0) = Ui(0);
Vk=4+N ×V+N U i(1) = Ui(1) (5.4)
if i is even.
5.2. Decomposition of the twisted module V T
Let L=  be the Leech lattice. Then R= 2.
Proposition 5.9 (Griess [12], cf. Chapter 10 of [11]). The extra-special group ˆ=K
has a unique (up to equivalence) irreducible module T such that
i()) → −1 on T:
Moreover; dim T = 212.
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2 ⊂  ⊂  and |=2|= 212:
Let  : ˆ=K → C× be a character such that  (i())) =−1. Then, as a ˆ=K-module,
T = Indˆˆ F ;
where F is the one dimensional ˆ-module aLording the character  .
Note that
T = (V T)3=2:












2i1 · != e
√
2i2 · != e
√
2i3 · != ! for i = 1; : : : ; 8:
Proof. By Frobenius’ reciprocity;
〈 Q|S ;  〉= 〈 Q;  Q〉= 1;
where Q=ˆ=K and S=ˆ=K . Hence T contains F with multiplicity 1 as an S-represen-
tation. This means that there exists a vector !∈T such that















As a consequence, we have
Proposition 5.11. There is a highest weight vector v∈ (V T)3=2 of highest weight
(0; 0; 0; 316 )
8 with respect to the subalgebra
T= (L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 0))⊗8:
In particular; V T contains a T-submodule isomorphic to
(L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 316 ))⊗8:
Since V ⊃ (VN )⊗8 and U 0(0) is the only irreducible -twisted module of VN having
a highest weight vector of weight (0; 0; 0; 0; 316 ), we have
U 0(0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(0) ⊂ V T : (5.5)
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V T  :
Since N
⊕
8 ⊂  and ˆ is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of ˆ, V T  is also
irreducible as a -twisted V
N
⊕
8 -module for any  ∈ Irr ˆ=K;  (i())) = −1. By the




V+ ×(V+N )⊗8 (U 0(0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(0)) (5.6)
as a (V+N )
⊗8-module.
Now, by (5.2)–(5.3), we know that
V+ ×(V+N )⊗8 (U 0(0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(0)) = (U1 (0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U8 (0));
if  +  = 11 + · · · + 88 +  and ∈C, where C is the even Z2 × Z2-code de=ned






c are de=ned as in (4.1).
Moreover,
V+ ×(V+N )⊗8 (U 0(0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(0)) = (U 0(1)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(1));
if + = (−3x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6 + x7 + x8) + , and
V+ ×(V+N )⊗8 (U 0(0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(0)) = (U 0(0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U 0(0));
if +  is in the subgroup S generated by
2(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4) + ;
2(x1 + x2 + x5 + x6) +  and
2(x1 + x3 + x5 + x8) + :
Note that |S|= 23 = 8.
Thus, by (5.6), we have




(23(U1 (0)⊗ · · · ⊗ U8 (0)⊕ U1 (1)⊗ · · · ⊗ U8 (1)))
as a (V+N )
⊗8-module.
6. Moonshine VOA V“
Let  be the Leech lattice and let
1→ 〈)〉 → ˆ S→ → 1
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be the central extension of  by a group 〈)〉 of order 2 associated with the commutator
map c(a; b) = )〈 Sa; Sb〉. De=ne an automorphism  of ˆ by  : a → a−1)〈 Sa; Sa〉=2. Note that
 is a lift of −1 automorphism of .
Let F be the irreducible 〈)〉-module such that ) acts as −1 and consider the induced
module
C{}= Indˆ〈)〉 F = C[ˆ]⊗C[〈)〉] F = C[ˆ]=() + 1)C[ˆ]:
We shall denote the equivalent class of a⊗ 1 in C{} by %(a) for a∈ ˆ.
Let e : → ˆ,  → e, be a section of the above central extension such that
the corresponding 2-cocycle j0 :L × L → Z2 satis=es the properties that j0(; ) =
1
2 〈; 〉mod 2 (cf. Chapter 6 of [11]). Then C{} is linearly isomorphic to the group
algebra C[] = span{e | ∈} through the map
’ :C[]→ C{}:
e → %(e)
Moreover,  can be extended to V = S(h−Z )⊗ C{} by
(h⊗ tn) =−h⊗ tn
and
(%(e)) = %(e−)
for h∈ h = C ⊗Z ; ∈ and n∈Z. Note that the restriction of ’ on C[
√
22(R)]
is in fact an algebra homomorphism since
√
22(R) is doubly even. Thus, we often
denote the element %(e) by e if ∈
√
22(R). Note that this notation agrees with that
in Section 5.1.
Similarly,  can be extended to V T by de=ning
(h⊗ tn) =−h⊗ tn
and
(!) =−!
for h∈ h= C⊗Z , !∈T and n∈Z+ 12 .
As a vector space, the Moonshine VOA is de=ned as
V“ = (V)
⊕ (V T);
where (V) and (V T)
 are the =xed point subspaces of  in V and V T , respectively.
It is proved by Frenkel–Lepowsky–Meurman that a canonical vertex operator algebra
structure can be constructed on the space V“=(V)
⊕ (V T) and the full automorphism
group of V“ is the Monster. For the exact VOA structure of V“, we refer the reader
to Chapter 12 of [11], in particular, Theorems 12:3:1 and 12:3:4.
Note that the subalgebra
T= (L( 12 ; 0)⊗ L( 710 ; 0)⊗ L( 45 ; 0)⊗ L(1; 0))⊗8
is =xed by  and V“ is a direct sum of irreducible T-modules.
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Now, let us obtain a decomposition of V. First, we shall note that
(VNji ) = VNji
if i∈{0; a; b; c} and j ≡ 0 (mod 4).
By direct computation, we obtain
V+N ∼= (V+E ⊗ V+J )⊕ (V−E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V2√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V−N ∼= (V−E ⊗ V+J )⊕ (V+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V2√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V+Na
∼= (V+a+E ⊗ V+J )
⊕ (V−a+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V−Na
∼= (V−a+E ⊗ V+J )
⊕ (V+a+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V+Nb
∼= (V+b+E ⊗ V+J )
⊕ (V−b+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V−Nb
∼= (V−b+E ⊗ V+J )
⊕ (V+b+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V+Nc
∼= (V+c+E ⊗ V+J )
⊕ (V−c+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V−Nc
∼= (V−c+E ⊗ V+J )
⊕ (V+c+E ⊗ V−J )⊕ (V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ V2=3+J );
V+N 4
∼= (V+E ⊗ V++J )⊕ (V−E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V−N 4
∼= (V−E ⊗ V++J )⊕ (V+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(1−2)=3+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V+N 4a
∼= (V+a+E ⊗ V++J )
⊕ (V−a+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V−N 4a
∼= (V−a+E ⊗ V++J )
⊕ (V+a+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(−1−22)=6+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V+N 4b
∼= (V+b+E ⊗ V++J )
⊕ (V−b+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V−N 4b
∼= (V−b+E ⊗ V++J )
⊕ (V+b+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(21+2)=6+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V+N 4c
∼= (V+c+E ⊗ V++J )
⊕ (V−c+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ V=3+J );
V−N 4c
∼= (V−c+E ⊗ V++J )
⊕ (V+c+E ⊗ V−+J )⊕ (V√2(−1+2)=6+E ⊗ V=3+J ): (6.1)
















Let ∈D and (1; : : : ; 8)∈C such that (1; : : : ; 8) ≡ (0; : : : ; 0)mod 4. Then
(VN ) = VN− :
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Therefore,
(VN + VN− )
+ = {x + (x) | x∈VN } ∼= VN ∼= VN− :






































For the twisted part, it is clear that (V T)

















Note that the weights of Ui(k)+ are congruent to 11=16 modulo Z and the weights of
Ui(k)− are congruent to 3=16 modulo Z for any i∈{0; a; b; c} and k = 0; 1.
Hence, we have






















































We shall consider the decomposition of the modules V C
Nji
, VNji , and U
i(k)C which
appear as tensor factors in the above theorem as modules for L( 12 ; 0) ⊗ L( 710 ; 0) ⊗
L( 45 ; 0) ⊗ L(1; 0). The decomposition of irreducible V+J -modules involved is given in
Appendix A (see also [6]) and the decomposition of V+E -modules can be found in
Kitazume et al. [14] and Remark 5.8. Now, by using (6.1), one can obtain the de-
composition of V C
Nji
for ∈{0; a; b; c}, j ≡ 0; 4 (mod 8), and C = ±. The decomposition
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of VNji for i∈{0; a; b; c} and j ≡ 0; 4 (mod 4) follows from Lemma 3.9 and Sections
3.1 and 3.2. Recall that the weights of Ui(k)+ are congruent to 11=16 modulo Z and
the weights of Ui(k)− are congruent to 3=16 modulo Z for any i∈{0; a; b; c} and
k = 0; 1. Then, by the de=nition of Ui(k), one can also obtain the decomposition of
Ui(k)C for i∈{0; a; b; c}, k=0; 1, and C=±. The exact decompositions can be found in
Appendix B.
Now, by putting all this information together, it is straightforward to obtain a de-
composition of V“ as a T-module.
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Appendix A. Decomposition of some V+F and V
+
J -modules
The decomposition of V±F and V=3+F as L(1; 0)-modules can be found in Dong et
























V+=2+F ∼= V−=2+F ∼=
∞⊕
m=0





L(1; 112 (6m+ k)
2); k = 1; 2:




L(1; 148 (24m+ k)
2); k = 1; 3; 4; 5; 7; 8; 9; 11:
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Next, we shall consider the decomposition of some twisted modules. Let P denotes the
rank one lattice F or J . Then, the graded dimension of VTiP is









where 4(q) = q1=24
∏∞
n=1 (1− qn) (cf. [11, Chapter 1]).
Moreover, for any i∈ 12Z,








(cf : [6; 13]):
For any n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; de=ne F(n) =
∑n






















































0 (mod 2) if n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4)
1 (mod 2) if n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4):
Appendix B. Decomposition of irreducible V+N -modules
In this appendix, we shall list the decomposition of all irreducible V+N -modules in-
volved in Theorem 6.1 in the following table, where the tuple (h1; h2; h3; h4) on the right
hand column denotes the highest weight of a direct summands, namely, an irreducible
submodule isomorphic to L( 12 ; h1)⊗ L( 710 ; h2)⊗ L( 45 ; h3)⊗ L(1; h4) and F(n) =
∑n
k=0 k
for n= 0; 1; 2; : : : .
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V+N -module Highest weight of irreducible summands
V+N (0; 0; 0; 4m
2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 0; 4m
2); (0; 35 ;
7
5 ; 4m






(0; 0; 3; (2m+ 1)2), ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 3; (2m+ 1)
2); (0; 35 ;
2






5 ; (2m+ 1)
2), 06m∈Z
(0; 0; 0; 12m2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 0; 12m
2); (0; 35 ;
7
5 ; 12m






(0; 0; 3; 12m2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 3; 12m
2); (0; 35 ;
2
5 ; 12m







(0; 0; 23 ;
4
3 (3n+ 1)





















V−N (0; 0; 3; 4m
2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 3; 4m
2); (0; 35 ;
2
5 ; 4m






(0; 0; 0; (2m+ 1)2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 0; (2m+ 1)
2); (0; 35 ;
7






5 ; (2m+ 1)
2), 06m∈Z
(0; 0; 0; 12m2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 0; 12m
2); (0; 35 ;
7
5 ; 12m






(0; 0; 3; 12m2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 3; 12m
2); (0; 35 ;
2
5 ; 12m







(0; 0; 23 ;
4
3 (3n+ 1)























2 ; 0; 0; 4m
2); (0; 32 ; 0; 4m









( 12 ; 0; 3; (2m+ 1)
2), (0; 32 ; 3; (2m+ 1)








5 ; (2m+ 1)
2), 06m∈Z
( 12 ; 0; 0; 12m
2); (0; 32 ; 0; 12m









( 12 ; 0; 3; 12m
2); (0; 32 ; 3; 12m
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V+N -module Highest weight of irreducible summands
V−Na (
1
2 ; 0; 3; 4m
2); (0; 32 ; 3; 4m









( 12 ; 0; 0; (2m+ 1)
2); (0; 32 ; 0; (2m+ 1)








5 ; (2m+ 1)
2), 06m∈Z
( 12 ; 0; 0; 12m
2); (0; 32 ; 0; 12m









(0; 12 ; 0; 3; 12m
2); (0; 32 ; 3; 12m










































16 ; 0; 4m





2); ( 116 ;
7










16 ; 0; 12m





2); ( 116 ;
7
16 ; 3; 12m




























16 ; 3; 4m





2); ( 116 ;
7










16 ; 0; 12m





2); ( 116 ;
7
16 ; 3; 12m






















V±N 4 (0; 0; 0; 3(2m+ 1)
2); ( 12 ;
3
2 ; 0; 3(2m+ 1)
2); (0; 35 ;
7






5 ; 3(2m+ 1)
2); (0; 0; 3; 3(2m+ 1)2); ( 12 ;
3




5 ; 3(2m+ 1)




5 ; 3(2m+ 1)
2), 06m∈Z
(0; 0; 23 ;
1
3 (6n+ 1)
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V+N -module Highest weight of irreducible summands
V±N 4a (
1
2 ; 0; 0; 3(2m+ 1)
2); (0; 32 ; 0; 3(2m+ 1)








5 ; 3(2m+ 1)
2); ( 12 ; 0; 3; 3(2m+ 1)






5 ; 3(2m+ 1)
2); (0; 110 ;
2
5 ; 3(2m+ 1)
2), 06m∈Z





























16 ; 0; 3(2m+ 1)








16 ; 3; 3(2m+ 1)






















































16 ), n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4)

































































16 ), n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4)































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4)







































16 ); n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4)
VN 20 (0; 0; 0;
3
4 (2m+ 1)


















2); (0; 0; 3; 34 (2m+ 1)



















(0; 0; 23 ;
1
12 (6n+ 1)
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V+N -module Highest weight of irreducible summands
VN 2a (
1
2 ; 0; 0;
3
4 (2m+ 1)
2); (0; 32 ; 0;
3
4 (2m+ 1)













2); ( 12 ; 0; 3;
3
4 (2m+ 1)





















































































































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4)

































































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4)































16 ), n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4)







































16 ); n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4)
U 0(0)+ (0; 0; 0; 316 (8m+ 3)


















2); (0; 0; 3; 316 (8m+ 3)



















(0; 0; 23 ;
1
48 (24m+ 1)




















2); (0; 0; 23 ;
1
48 (24m+ 7)
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V+N -moduleHighest weight of irreducible summands
U 0(0)− (0; 0; 0; 316 (8m+ 1)


















2); (0; 0; 3; 316 (8m+ 1)



















(0; 0; 23 ;
1
48 (24m+ 5)




















2); (0; 0; 23 ;
1
48 (24m+ 11)





















Ua(0)+ ( 12 ; 0; 0;
3
16 (8m+ 3)
2); (0; 32 ; 0;
3
16 (8m+ 3)













2); ( 12 ; 0; 3;
3
16 (8m+ 3)
































































Ua(0)− ( 12 ; 0; 0;
3
16 (8m+ 1)
2); (0; 32 ; 0;
3
16 (8m+ 1)













2); ( 12 ; 0; 3;
3
16 (8m+ 1)
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V+N -module Highest weight of irreducible summands































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4),































16 ); n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4),































16 ), n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4),































16 ); n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4),































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4),































16 ); n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4),































16 ), n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4),































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4),































16 ), n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4),































16 ); n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4),































16 ), n ≡ 0; 3 (mod 4),































16 ); n ≡ 1; 2 (mod 4),
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